
Retail spaces will increasingly be used for many
things other than shopping. Forthe time-constrained
shopper, pure shopping space will expand to be-
come "shopping plus" - shopping plus entertain-
ment and plus dining. Retail facilities will also
increasingly include spaces for assembly, enter-
tainment, and socializing. The bricks and mortar
retailer must offer something more and different
than the on-line retailer.

Another example ofblending ofuses is that ofresort
land combining with retirement communities. This
combination will be more evident, especially in the
Sun Belt. It will make it increasingly possible for
people to "age into" a community over time, per-
haps moving from section to section within it.

INTERNET AUCTIONS WILL CREATE A
GLOBAL LAND MARKETPLACE
In the 1990s, land marketing has been done the
traditional way - r.r,ith locallv-based sellers domi-
nating localized markets. Now, the same global
lnternet auction capability that has created
worldwide trading environments for Beanie Ba-
bies, antiques and many neu' kinds of products is
beginning to be applied to real estate and land
marketing.

The effects of these new and evolving technologies
are not yet clearly visible. tsy looking at the Intemet
auction experience with other commodities on sites
like EBay we can make some educated guesses
about the future impact on land investment and
marketing. More parcels will be offered for sale
over the [nternet. These offerings will be supported
by information-rich web sites connected to data-
bases that provide sophisticated price compari-
sons, detailed interactive maps and Iive "web-cam"
visuals. Standards for land information will be
created to reassure potential buyers. With these
increased standards in place more buyers will be
attracted to the ever-increasing number of offer-
ln8s.

These changes could bring about a gradual re-
duction in the role of localized brokers and ap-
praisers - similar to the changes currently im-
pacting the travel-related industries. Intermediar-
ies will have to provide value-added services to
transactions in new and different ways. Publicly
accessible transaction databases will soon provide
the same kind of information that appraisers, bro-
kers, and lawyers provide today. The information,
however, will be cheaper, faster and more accurate
in many cases.

"Personal service" in this new on-line marketing
and information environment will mean user-
friendly web sites that let buyers and sellers analyze
and transact business quickly, smoothly, and di-
rectly. Nelv on-line databases will include all the
information that the market participants need to
complete the transaction including, but not limited
to topographical maps, flood maps, surveys, mar-
ket information, and legal documents. These sites
will cater to both U.S. and international investors.
All real estate professionals will have to re-examine
their roles in land development and sales. Techno-
logically sophisticated, well capitalized firms are
developing and maintaining web sites that could
make many real estate professionals obsolete.

As Iand information becomes standardized we can
expect to see the creation of worldwide investment
land portfolios. These will be marketed to investors
in much the same way that pools of mortgages or
auto loans are sold today. This type of packaging
will appeal tu a larger audience of investors who
want to participate in the higher returns that are
offered in land investment.

This is not the first time land has been marketed at
a distance. The American West is littered with
"dead" mountain and desert subdivisions where
lots were sold internationally and the promised
infrastructure was never developed. Will Internet
auctions bring a repeat of these fiascoes? We think
not. Regulatory mechanisms at all levels have been
strengthened in recent decades. More information
is readily available. Furthermore, Internet discus-
sion 6;roups and message boards serve as on-line
watchdogs, helping to sort out the real from the
fraudulent. Some risk, horvever, will always re-
main.

MARKET OPENNESS WILL INCREASE
BUYERS' COMFORT LEVELS
Peopleshopping for real estate on the lnternetbegin
with the simplest transactions first and then move
steadily up the price and complexity scale. First
explorations usually include apartment rentals, hotel
room bookin2;s, and time-share or campground
vacation bookings. This has already begun.

The next step might be investigations of alternative
land investments. When the buyer has chosen a site,
his,/her custom home can be designed on-line and
the prototype viewed in three dimensions. Bidding
for construction contracts can then take place on-
line. Finally, both architect and owner can watch
and monitor construction as it proceeds, via live
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Trutnooucrroru
! Thelnternal Revenut Service (lRS) Restructuring and Reform Act of

J- I 998 ( the Act) was signed inkr law by President Clinton on July 22,
1998. The law is far-reaching and multi-functional and is surprisingly
complex; it affects a broad cross-section of taxpayers in a variety of
significant ways. The 1998 Act is actually six acts rolled into one piece
of legislation. The law represents a major attempt to rein in the IRS
through a ground-up reorganization. The Act also Iowers the holding
period for the most favorable capital gains rate; makes several technical
corrections to the Taxpayer Relief Act of 1997 (TRA 1997); enacts the
"Taxpayer Bill of Rights 3;" carves out a separate Electronic Filing
section; and adds a list of "revenue raisers" that affect both individuals
and corporations.

The purpose of this manuscript is to summarize some of the provisions
to the Internal Revenue Code that are now effective as law or that will
soon become effective as law. Individuals and business owners are
urged to look closely at this sweeping legislation to seek ways in which
they can significantly diminish their future income taxes and to examine
the new protections and rights that taxpayers enjoy under the new law.
The following discussions focus on some of the major provisions of the
new tax bill which, directly or indirectly, affect real estate investors.
Some suggestions for tax planning are also included. To determine the
particular effect, if any, each of these provisions will have on a particular
taxpayer, each taxpayer should consult with his or her CpA, tax attor-
ney, or other tax professiona[.

ELECTRONIC FILING
One important component of the IRS Restructuring and Reform Act of.1998 

is the electronic filing rules and incentives. The Act has provisions
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There are several incentives for filing electronic tax
returns. First, electronically filed returns are Sener-
ally prepared using computer tax preparation soft-
ware. Returns prepared on the comPuter have an

error rate of less than one Percent. This means the

taxpayer is Iess likely toencounter such problems as

delayed refunds or certain IRS audits. Another
advantage of filing an electronic tax return is the

speed with which the taxpayer can potentially re-

ceive a tax refund. Whereas a paPer tax return
generates a refund check in aPProximately six to
eight weeks, an electronically prepared and filed
tax return can result in the refund amount being
deposited in the taxpayer's bank account in nine to
l5 days (when coupled with the electronic funds
transfer system). Still another advantage of elec-

tronic filing is the almost immediate acknowledg-
ment (usually within a day) from the IRS that the

return has been received and acct'pted. A final
advantage of electronic filing is the ability to file the
tax refurn separately from the payment when taxes

are due. Under the new rules, a taxpayer can file his

or her electronic tax retum at any Point during the
tax season (January through April l5), and the
taxpayer can wait and Pay the taxes that are due on
or before April 15,

To encourage the filing of electronic information
returns by employers, the Act has delayed the due
date for filing information retums. Whereas em-

ployers who file information returns on PaPer must
do so by February 28 of each year, employers who
file electronic information returns may wait until
March 3l to file. This includes, among other things,
reporting wages, interest, dividends, and non-em-
ployee compensation. The due date for providing
copies of information returns to payees, howt'ver,
currently remains as January 31 of each year (the

Treasury is studying the possibility ofchanging this
date to February 15). The effective date of this
change is January 1, 2000.

TAXPAYER PROTECTION AND RIGHTS

Burtlen of Ptoof
A somewhat controversial provision of the Act

is that the burden of prtxrf shifts to the IRS in certain
situations. Historically, an IRS determined tax defi-
ciency has been presumed to be correct. This former
rule required the taxpayer to persuade the courts
that the IRS determination was incorrect and,/or
that the IRS position was without merit. The IRS has

always had the burden of proof in certain cases such

as those involving illegal transactions and fraud.
The new law, however, places the burden of proof
on the IRS in tax litigation with resPect to a factual
issue.

Specifically, four conditions must be rnet for the

burden ofproof to shift to the lRS. First, the taxPayer
must comply with the requirements of the lnternal
Revenue Code (hereafter the Code) and the regula-
tions issued thereunder to substantiate any item
that relates to the litigation. Second, the taxPayer
must maintain records required by the Code and its
regulations. Third, the taxPayer must cooPerate
rvith reasonable IRS requests for meetings, inter-
views, witnesses, information, and documents. Fi-
nally, the taxpayer must either be an individual or
must be a corporation, trust, or Partnership with a

net worth of no more than $7 million and no more
than 500 employees. In other words, the burden of
proof shifts to the IRS for individuals and small
businesses with respect to a factual issue.

This change does not apply to Present court
proceedings; only those arising in connection with
audits that started after the President signed the Act
(uly 22, 1998). The burden of proof also shifts to the
IRS in two other situations. First, the burden of
proofis on the IRS ifthey use statistics to reconstruct
an individual's income. Second, the IRS bears the

burden when the court case involves proceedings
against an individual taxpayer regarding a Penalty
or addition to tax. This change became effective
with the enactment of the Act (July 22, 1998).

Prc ce e dings by T axp ayers
Several changes to proceedings by taxpayers

(i,e., court cases) were built into the IRS Restructur-
ing and Reform Act of 1998. First, the Act Permits
up to $100,000 in civil damages when an officer or
employee of the IRS negligently disregards pro-
visions of the Internal Revenue Code or Trea-
sury regulations in connection with the collec-
tion of Federal tax with resPed to the taxpayer. Fur-
ther, if the negligence relates to willfully violating

real estate professionals, such as developers, ap-

praisers, brokers, management consultants, and
information providers.

Looking Ahead to the 27't Century
Many of the practices of the 1990s will remain

the same over the next five to 10 years. The land
conversion industry wiII continue to Perform in
predictable ways: upgrading raw land to pre-devel-
opment, approved, subdivided, and improved sta-

tus, and nroving it into production - especially in
the residential sector. Large planned community
holdings, such as Newhall's Valencia in southem
California, Metro Dallas' Las Colinas, and the mas-

sive Del Webb resort/retirement communities
across the Sun Belt will work through their devel-
opment plans, phase-by-phase, to completion. The
steady flowof small,localized transactions will also

continue.

But at the margin, perhaps less clearly visible,
important changes are underway. The social, eco-

nomic, and political forces that are bringing these

changes about are likely to pick up momentum,
combine, and interact, beconring more significant
with each passing year of the 21'' century. We
discuss some of these forces and changes in the next
sections.

A "MEASLES" URBANIZATION PATTERN:
TELECOMMUNICATIONS OPENS UP MORE
LAND AT A DISTANCE
We have all read the articles about people running
small businesses from their homes far from cities
and suburbs and off the traditional grid. In the next
five to 10 years a combination of technological
advances .rnd cultural changes will make this
lifestyle more common. Freestanding scattered de-

velopment will become a mainstream trend as more
areas of the country gain high-spee'd, inexpensive
access to the lnternet. Reductions in cost will spur
the trend. The coming of wireless connectivity to
more locations will speed dispersal even further
and faster.

This trend combines with the "bundling of uses"
(see below) to make more land developable with
less infrastructure investment Per unit. Small-scale,

dispersed development utilizes and creates more
demand for "package plant" technology. Individu-
alized sewer and water treatment and renewable
energy facilities will combine with environmen-
tally-conscious lifestyles that reduce generation of
wasteand energy demands. These trends mean that
more land will become available and attractive to

Many of the practices of the 7990s

will remain the same ooel the next

fioe to 70 years. The land conttersion

inilustry will contirure to perform in

predictable ways: upgradirls /avlt land

to pre - dea elopm eflt, aqProa e d,

subdiztided, artd itnprcoed status, afld

ffioaing it into proiluction - especially

in the residential sector.

end-users. This can create a downward pressure on
land prices.

CULTURAL CHANGES FREE THE WORKERS
When employees work for one employer who ex-

pects them to be in an office five days a week, they
are forced to live nearby. As employers become

more flexible about where and when their employ-
ees work, and as employees increasingly patch
together "portfolio work lives," serving multiple
employers, the bonds between home and work-
place will loosen. The work force of the 21st century
will have more work oPtions and therefore more
residential options. Employers will have more oP-

tions as well in creatin8 space.

LAND USE CATEGORIES MIX AND BLEND
Advances in microchip, telecommunications, and
Internet technology increasingly make possible the
multi-function residence or "home plus" - a place

where families not only live, but also work, shop,
learn, and entertain themselves. As this happens, it
will affect the way facilities are developed for all
non-residential land uses.

There is still demand for the traditionally located
and configured office building. Some new or re'
modeled offices are being designed for the mobile,
transient worker - with hoteling, office-sharing,
communal meeting spaces, and steadily shrinking
square footage peremployee. Ratherthanoneoffice
building, an employer may now have multiPle
smaller locations, where employees can "plug in"
for short time periods. More and more employers
will invest in laptops, rather than office space, and
let employees decide where and when to "office"
themselves. Only time will tell whether the tradi-
tional or "new style" offices will prevail. Some
flexible office experiments have been successful.
Others have generated strong employee resistance.

The two styles may continue to exist side by side -
sometimes within the same building.
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to encourage electronic filing of tax returns and
information returns (i.e., 1099s and W-2s). The Act
sets a goal that 80 percent of all tax and information
returns will be filed electronically by the year 2007.

The Act also aims for a return-free tax sYstem for
individuals whose tax return information is limited
to items already reported to the IRS on information
returns. The Act has a goal for this return-free
system tobegin in the year 2008.1n addition, the Act
directs the Treasury DePartment to develop a plan
that would require all comPuter-Senerated tax re-

turns to be filed electronically by the calendar year
2002.



By 7997, as existing land inventories were ab-
sorbed, there was a mini-rush of investment into
land that could be used immediately for REIT
projects. Wel[-capitalized REITs allied with or pur-
chased developers who had large land inventories
and the skills to convert them quickly to profits.
New institutional funding vehicles sprang up to
finance these land purchases. Although some con-
cern was expressed that this investment might lead
to overbuilding, that fear tumed out to be largely
unwarranted. Market and regulatory controls were
more in evidence than they had been in the late
I 980s. Returns on land investmentdeclined as many
buyers competed for the limited supply of available
holdings. In particular, demand increased for
smaller, fu lly-entitled, build-to-suit projects which
provided quick profits at reduced risk.

In late 1998, weakness in Asian, Russian, and
Latin American economies resulted in short-term
declines in the global markets. These market de-
clines affected REITs and commercial mortgage-
backed security (CMBS) firms, slowing the flow of
investment into land. These publicly-traded firms
concentrated on building proiects that could be
brought to market immediately. Land investment
could still be financed, but usually only when sig-
nificant equity was contributed and Iegitimate end
users identified for specific projects.

Even in this time of caution, there have been
occasional outbreaks of aggressive Iand develop-
ment lending by financial institutions. These new
proiects are in areas where housing markets are
strong, as in some Southeast U.S. metropolitan ar-
eas and Southern California. Regulators face the
continuing challenge of monitoring investment
flows to insure that development proceeds, but not
in an overly risky manner.

Reflections on Recent History
Reflecting on the events of the past l5 years, one

wonders how much has really changed. Several of
the land investment proiects now being financed
and sponsored by Wall Street and institutional capi-
tal sources, although presented in professional look-
ing packages, may carry as much risk to the typical
investor as some of the high-flying deals of the mid-
80s. The need to understand the underlying funda-
mentals of any real estate investment proposal, no
matter how packaged, remains critical. Wall Street
is iust beginning to develop the expertise to under-
stand the subtle nuances of real estate investment,
including the more speculative land development

Process.

The "caution light" wamings and underwrit-
ing guidelines that are now being issued by regula-
tors to lending institutions under their jurisdiction
bring back memories of the 1980s. One hopes that
today's lending institutions and Wall Street are
paying attention and that today's regulators per-
form more professionally than their counterparts of
l5 years ago.

The experience of the past 15 years also illus-
trates the importance of "deep pockets," patience,
and cycle analysis in land investment. Investors
who were able to hold on through the gyrations of
the late 1980s and early 1990s often reaped signifi-
cant rewards in the late 1990s. Investors who were
able to buy into land investments at distressed
prices in the early 90s were able to enjoy high
returns-in that time period generally inexcess of30
percent for approved but unimproved land.

Finally, one wonders whether some of the regu-
latory actions of the late 80s and early 90s were
perhaps too hastily undertaken - especially where
land investment was concemed. Some projects that
were once RTC distress properties have become
successful developments of the late 90s, providing
significant returns to the investors. This suggests
that a more fl exible and patient regulatory approach
might have brought more benefit to both lending
institutions and U.S. taxpayers.

Trends of the 90s Proaide A Preaiaa of
the 27't Century

The late 1990s have seen the beginnings of
trends and phenomena that look as though they
will have staying power into the next century. These
include: use of the Intemet as a presentation, mar-
keting, and transaction tool; increased political and
environmental concern in the form of so-called
"smart growth" initiatives; and the pervasive influ-
ence of computing and communications technol-
ogy affecting the construction and operations of all
types of real estate.

The successful 21'r century real estate develop-
ment company will employ these technological
innovations to design, develop, and operate real
estate proiects. Finished products will include tech-
nological innovations as amenities to attract poten-
tial buyers and end users. Real estate information of
all kinds is now cheaper, more readily available,
and better able to be precisely analyzed.

While these trends maybenefit consumers, they
may prove unsettling and threatening to traditional

provisions of the Bankruptry Code relating to auto-
matic stays or discharges, the civil damages can be
as high as $1 million. Second, the U.S. Court of
Federal Claims and the U.S. District Courts are
granted jurisdiction to determine the properamount
of estate tax liability (or refund) in actions brought
by taxpayers deferring estate tax payments under
Section 6155. The Act also provides that once a final

iudgment has been entered by one of the above
courts, theIRSis not permitted to collect any amount
disallowed by the court. In addition, any amounts
paid by the taxpayer in excess of the amount found
by the court tobe currently due and payable must be
refunded to the taxpayer, with interest.

Third, the Act allows a record owner of prop-
erty against which a Federal tax lien has been filed
to obtain a certificate of discharge of property from
the lien if the owner of record is not the person
whose unsatisfied liability gave rise to the lien. The
owner ofrecord is required to apply to the S€cretary
of the Treasury and either to deposit cash or furnish
a bond to protect the lien interest of the United
States. Fourth, the Act directs the IRS to modify its
administrative procedures to allow tax-exempt bond
issuers to appeal adverse examination determina-
tions (loss of tax-exempt status) to the Appeals
Division as a matter of right. The appeal is then
handled by senior appeals personnel with experi-
encc in tax-cxcmpt bond issues. Other changes to
proceedings include: jurisdiction for small cases is
increased from $10,000 to $50,000; actions for estate
refunds which have elected the installment method
of payment for estate taxes attributable to a closely
held business, may now be heard by the Court of
Federal Claims or the Federal District Courts; and
deficiency notices must indicate the last date a

taxpayer may file a timely Tax Court petition. The
effective date of these changes was J.uJy 22, 1998.

lnnocent Spouse Relief
This Act generally makes innocent spouse relief

easier to obtain. An innocent spouse is excused
from liability for the couple's ioint tax, penalties,
and interest if five conditions are met. First, the
innocent spouse must have filed a joint income tax
return. Second, the understatement of tax on the
joint return is attributable to an erroneous item(s) of
the other spouse. Third, the innocent spouse must
be able to prove that, when he/she signed thc
return, he/she had no reason to know, and in fact
did not know, of the understatement of tax.
Fourth, when considering all the facts and cir-
cumstances surrounding the case, it would be
inequitable to hold the innocent spouse liable for

To encourage the filing of electronic

inf ormation returns by ernployers, the Act
has delayed the ilue date for filing

inf ormation rcturrrs. Where as ernploy er s

who file information returt s on paper rnust

ilo so brq February 28 of each year,

etnployers who file electronic information

returns may zoait until March 31 to file.

thejoint deficiency. Fifth, the innocent spouse elects
the innocent spouse relief not later than two years
after the IRS begins collection activities. Failure to
comply with any one of these conditions will result
in denial of innocent spouse relief.

One of the keys to the successful invocation of
innocent spouse relief is the knowledge of the inno-
cent spouse. Thecourts have held that relevant facts
to consider in determining if the spouse had a

reason to know about phony deductions include:
the spouse's involvement in the family's business
and financial affairs; the spouse's education level;
the presence of expenditures that appear lavish or
unusual; and the spouse's evasivcncss and deceit
when asked about the couple's finances. A "lack of
knowledge" defense can be difficult to prove be-
cause the IRS can take the position that even if the
innocent spouse claims he/she did not know about
a transaction, he/she had reason to know or should
have known if the spouse knew of the transaction
that gave rise to an omitted item of gross income.
The level of knowledge of a phony deduction to
prevent the innocent spouse defense is not clear.
For example, just because a spouse knows that
investment transactions occurred, he/she may not
know anything about what deductions might have
been taken in conjunction with the investment ac-
tivities. The innocent spouse protection expanded
on luly 22, 7998.

lnterest and Penalty Relief
This 1998 Act included several changes to the

interest and penalty provisions related to various
taxpayers. First, the Act establishes a net interest
rate of zero on equivalent amounts of underpay-
ment and overpayment ofany taxes imposed by the
Internal Revenue Code that exist for any period.
This provision applies to both self-employment
taxes and income taxes. The provision applies after
the date of enactment (July 22, 1998); and it applies
to interest for periods before the date of enactment
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if: the statute of Iimitations has not expired *,ith
respect to the underpayment or overpayment; the
taxpayer properly identifies the periods of under-
payment and overpayment; and the taxpayer asks
the Secretary of the Treasury to apply the zero rate
rrn or before Dccember 31, '1999.

This interest netting provision will be signifi-
cant for corporations with a tax overpayment ex-
ceeding $10,000 in one year (on which the govern-
ment pays 5.5 percent interest) and a tax deficiency
exceeding $100,000 in one year (on which the corpo-
ration is charged l0 percent interest). Since years
and sometimes decades pass before a final determi-
nation is made by the IRS in a multiple-year, large
corporation audit, the new interest netting prov!
sion could result in millions of dollars in savinp;s for
large corporations. Under prior law, a corporate
taxpayer could have ended up paying 4.5 percent
interest (10 percent - 5.5 percent) even though the
tax overpayment and tax underpayment may have
eventually been offset with no additional taxes due.

Other changes in interest and penalties include:
I ). the penalty for failure to pay taxes is .25 percent
instead of the usual .50 percent per month (after
199) for an individual who is paying his or her
taxes underan installment payment agreement with
the IRS;2). the Act permits the taxpayer to designate
the period to which each payroll tax deposit is to be
applied to help mitigate the failure to deposit pen-
alty; 3). the Act suspends the accrual of certain
penalties and interest after one year if the IRS has
not sent the taxpayera notice specifically stating the
taxpayer's liability for additional taxes (along with
an explanation for how the additional taxes were
derived) within one year following the date on
which the taxpayer filed a timely retum; 4). the Act
requires that each notice imposing a penalty in-
clude the name of the penalty, a computation of the
penalty, and the Code section invoking the penalty;
and finally,5). the Act requires every IRS notice that
includes interest to be paid by an individual tax-
payer to contain a detailed computation of the
interest charged and a citation to the Code section
imposing the interest. These provisions became
effective on July 22,7998.

Due Process in IRS Collection Actioities
The Act establishes procedures to insurc due

process where the IRS seeks to collect taxes by lery
(including by seizure). Under these new rules, the
IRS is required to notify the taxpayer that a Notice
of Lien has been filed. During the 30-day period
beginning with the delivery or mailing of the notice,

the taxpaver may demand a hearing with an ap-
peals officer who has had no prior involvement in
the taxpayer's case. Before the IRS can lely against
a taxpayer's property, it is required to provide the
taxpayer with a Notice of Intent to LeilF- Generally,
no lely can occur within the 30-day period begin-
ningwith the mailing of the Notice of Intent to Levy.
During that 30 days, the taxpayer may demand a
preJevy hearing with an appeals officer who has no
prior knowledge or involvement with the taxpayer's
case. No seizure of a dl-relling that is the principal
residence of the taxpayer, the taxpayer's spouse, the
taxpayer's former spouse, or a minor child is al-
lowed without a court order. This provision is
effective for collection actions that started more
than 180 days after July 22,7998.

Confirlentiality Piuilege
The IRS Restructuring and Reform Act of 1998

extends the present attorney-client privilege of
confidentiality to tax advice furnished by any prac-
titioner authorized to practice before the IRS. In
other words, the confidentiality privilege is ex-
tended to Certific,d Public Accountants and En-
rolled Agents. Privilege may be asserted in any
noncriminal proceeding before the IRS, as well as in
noncriminal proceedings in the federalcourts where
the United States is party to the proceeding. This
privilege is only available when the tax practitioner
is providing tax advice. Privilege may not be as-
serted for communications made and documents
generated for thc'purpose of preparing tax returns.
The Act also excludes from privilege a written
communication between a federally authorized tax
practitioner and any director, shareholder, officer,
employee, agent, or representative of a corporation
in connection with the promotion of the
corporation's participation in a tax shelter. These
rules are effective for communications on or after
luly 72,1998.

CHANGES TO CAPITAL GAINS RULES
The Taxpayer Relief Act of 1997 lowered the long-
term capital gains tax rate for individual taxpayers
from 28 percent to 20 percent (or 10 percent if the
property would otherwisebe taxed in the 15 percent
tax bracket) for property held more than 18 months.
The Taxpayer Relief Act also established a 25 per-
cent tax rate on certain depreciable real estate (such
as residential rental property) held more than 18

months. The 25 percent maximum rate applies to
the gain to the extent of allowable depreciation.
The Relief Act additionally established a 28 per-
cent top capital gains rate for collectibles held
more than 18 months and sold at an increase. The

sales, (some even on the same day), artificially
inflated land values in a number of markets. The
result was a vast wave of real estate development
and investment, Much of this development was ill-
conceived and unjustified at the time. All U.S. mar-
kets, as r.r,ell as the real estate regulatory and financ-
ing environment, were affected for many years.

Naive buyers, most notably the temporarily
wealthy Japanese, were eager buyers of American
real estate. Unsophisticated Americans, many of
whom vvere highly skilled in their ou,n professions
but unfamiliar with the ways of real estate, also
found themselves trapped in investments with
steadily decreasing returns in dramatically over-
built markets.

Thc Early 1990s: Rationality Begins to Return
By the early 1990s, the boom of the 80s had

begun to collapse. State and federal regulatory ac-
tions, such as those of the Resolution Trust Corpo-
ration, resulted in thc closure of many lending
institutions and the liquidahon of their real estate
holdings. Properties were re-valued downward
approaching true market value and re.packaged as

portfolios to be resold to investors. Regulations
governing lending institutions and the appraisal
industry were tightened.

The resulting large overhang of undeveloped,
developed, and subdivided land placed a lingering
cloud over real estate development of all kinds. This
Iimited the launch of new projects for many years.
The demand from Japanese buyers also dried up as

the Japanese economy entered a decade of contrac-
tion and weakness from which it is onlv now start-
ing to emerge.

Markets shifted in a number of metropolitan
areas. ln many areas the luxury housing markets
collapsed. Lower priced, smaller lot, higher density
product came into favor. This often led to costly and
time-consuming subdivision redesign with the need
to deal with amenities that were appropriate for an
earlier decade but represented over-improvements
in the early 1990s.

The Mirl- to Late-1990s: The Rise of
the Public Companies

During the mid-1990s the American economy
entered a period of ongoing strength. Slowly but
surely the excess development of the previous de-
cade was absorbed. Projects that had been aban-
doned or delayed were resurrected, often in finan-
cially stronger hands.

As land inaeshnent moaes

from raw land status through the

acquisition, approa al, zoning,

subdiaision, and other regulatory
appfoT,al processes, the arnount afld

character of risk zoill change.

Tlrc zoise inoestor deztelops strategies

to minimize, hedge against,

and othenoise deal with these risks.

At the same time, American real estate became
increasingly a "public market" phenomenon. Real
estate investmenttrusts (REITs) and publicly traded
real estate companies became more important in
the industry. They brought high levels ofcapitaliza-
tion that permitted them to accept the high risks
inherent in the land development process.

Smaller, often family-owned businesses and
localized entrepreneurs were replaced and in some
cases absorbed by Iarge, national, well-capitalized,
publicly-traded entities. This shift has affected all
aspects of real estate, land development and invest-
ment among them. Traditional sources of real estate
financing have been replaced by Wall Street-based
capital raising techniques.

The transition b institutional dominance has
not been a smooth or easy one. Even within the past
two years, advances and declines in share prices of
REITs and public companies significantly affected
their investment strategies and their ability to raise
capital. The short-term investment horizons ofstock
and opportunity fund investors have led to corre-
spondingly short-term development planning ho-
rizons of REITs. They are focused on using all their
assets - including land - productively.

Home building firms, many of them large pub-
licly-traded companies, are similarly affected by
short-tt'rm share price and earnings pressures. Like
REITs, they are interested in maintaining minimal
land inventory, using land only as they can build on
it. This creates good market opportunities for those
land investors who can function as land suppliers
to the construction industry. It is expected that
housing demand will remain strong, at least in the
short-term. Therefore, investing in land for ulti-
mate use by the builder would appear to make
economic sense in many cases.
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regulations have now been expanded in many
jurisdictions to include Srowth imPact fees,

school construction contributions, affordable
housing exactions, and many other potentially
costly requirements.

Financial risk - The willingness of lenders to
back projects and the percentage of value and
interest rates at which they are prepared to lend
are always important variables. Some but not all
financial risk can be hedged against. The re-
counting of recent land investment history, in a

later section, shows how fluctuations can impact
markets.

Environmental risk - Some environmental risk
events can be hedged or insured against by pre-
purchase due diligence, butsome so-called "Acts
of God" cannot be. Accumulated pollution from
past decades and even centuries is an ever-
present and significant factor in development
calculations.

Operating/development risk - A land owner's
investment return and profit often depend upon
the expertise and reputation of the developers,
builders, and contractors with whom he/she is

associated. Development is a business and is

thus subject to normal business risks which good
management can minimize.

Strategies
As land investment moves from raw land status

through the acquisition, approval, zoning, subdivi-
sion, and other regulatory approval processes, the

amount and character of risk will change. The wise
investor develops strategies to minimize, hedge
against, and otherwise deal with these risks. At
Ieast three basic strategies can be identified, each of
which presents a different risk/return profile.

The first strategy is to purchase large tracts of
unsubdivided land with the intent to hold for long-
term anticipated future development. Land pur-
chases of this type are tyPically not conditioned on
approvals. The owner who may or may not be the
ultimate developer, assumes all the approval risk in
the hope of increasing overall returns. Land invest-
ment surveys conducted over the past decade by
Price Waterhouse LLP (now Pricewaterhouse Coo-
pers LLP) confirm the sPeculative, high-risk, high-
refurn nature of this strategy. Survey results have

shown expected returns in excess of 50 Percent, in
contrast to developers' anticipated median returns
of less than 30 percent.

The second strategy is to purchase land that is
approved for development but remains unim-
proved. The owner assumes the risks associated
with subdividing the land and installing infrastruc-
ture. In this case market risk is of greater concern. If
the market shifts or weakens the landowner may be

caught with obsolete layout or too many Parcels.
Expected pre-taxed unleveraged returns on these
types of land investments have usually ranged
between 15 percent and 30 percent. Market condi-
tions, (for example, the housing affordability index),
and the short-term interest rate environment can

dramatically affect return levels within this range.

The third strategy involves purchase of fin-
ished approved parcels thatcanbe developed within
one to or two years. Landowners who adopt this
strategy are often, but not always, the developers of
the ultimate product. Market and financing risk are

therefore ofgreatest concern to this tyPe ofinvestor.
Historically, expected returns for such investments
have ranged from nine percent for build-to-suit
projects to more than 15 Percent for speculative
ventures.

Whichever strategy is chosen, ongoing micro-
market analysis, both economic and political, is an
important part of the landowner's risk manage-
ment activities. This can often take the form of
market analysis, with full appraisals required
only when significant micro-market changes have
been noted. Even though land investment may be
financed globally, the factors that determine in-
vestment risk and land value - such as political
decisions, economic conditions, and buyer prefer-
ences - will always remain primarily local.

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

The Miil to Late 1980s: Time of the Cozuboy
The mid- to late-1980s will be remembered as

one of the "go-go," "cowboy," boom eras of Ameri-
can real estate. Transactions and develoPment took
place with minimal market or regulatory discipline,
especially in Texas and the Southwest, but also

nationwide. Massive amounts of savings and loan-
financed development took Place with fees in mind
rather than ultimate marketability of the end prod-
uct. Land "flips," multiple sham purchases and

IRS Restructuring and Reform Act of 1998 re-
duced the holding period to qualify for the lower
rates from more than 18 months to more than one
year. The new one-year holding period applies to
capital gains occurring on or after January 1,

1998.

Tax PlanningTip; Capital gains on investments
held one year or less are taxed at the taxpayer's
regular tax rate. The availability of the lower rates
for relatively short-term investments clearly accel-

erates the need for tax Planning strategies that favor
capital gains over ordinary income. For example,
postponing the sale of a capital asset for just a few
more days or weeks may Put a taxpayer over the
one-year limit and invoke the lower tax rate. Also,
taxpayers should be vigilant and keep an eye on
the United States Congress since it is contemPlat-
ing still further reductions in the capital Sains tax
rates.

PASSIVE LOSSES
Although not part of the 1998 Tax Act, passive loss

rules continue tobe an imPortant tax planning issue
for real estate professionals. A real estate profes-
sional who "materially particiPates" in rental real
estate activities may not be subrect to passive loss

Iimitations if certain requirements are met. The tax

laws allow net losses from rental real estate to offset
any other income provided the taxpayer materially
participates in the rental activity. In essence, a tax-
payer who qualifies as a real estate professional is

permitted to treat the loss from the rental activity as

if it were a loss from a trade or business. This tax
relief is available to individuals and closely held C

corporations. A C corporation is closely held if five
or fewer shareholders own 50 percent or more of the
stock during the last half of the year. The conditions
that generally mustbe met include the following: 1).

more than half of the taxpayer's personal services
(work) must be performed in real property trades or
businesses; 2). the taxpayer must perform more
than 750 hours of services in real proPerty trades or
businesses; and 3). the taxPayer must materially
participate in the rental of real estate.

Tax Plarning Tip: A real Property trade or
business is any real property development, acquisi-
tion, conversion, construction, redevelopment,
rental operation, management, leasing, or broker-
age trade orbusiness. In addition, a taxpayer who is

an employee of a business engaged in a real prop-
erty trade or business qualifies if the taxPayer has

an ownership interest in the business that is greater
than five percent.

The Taxpayer Relief Act of 1997

lozuered the long-term capital Sains
tax rate for indioidual taxpayers from

28 percert to 20 percent for prcperty held

fiole thafl 18 months. The TaxpaYer

Relief Act also established a 25 perce t
tax rate on certain ilePreciable

real estate held more than 18 ,tloflths,

CHANGES TO ROTH IRA RULES
The 1998 Act made several changes to the rules for
Roth lRAs. The Taxpayer Relief Act of 7997 origi-
nally intended that funds converted from an exist-
ing IRA to Roth IRA be held in the Roth IRA for at

Ieast five years before withdrawal. However, the
law did not stop taxpayers from rece!.ving early
withdrawals from their converted Roth IRA and
receiving the benefits of the four-year averaging
rule on the converted amount, thereby paying no
early withdrawal penalty. The 1998 Act imPoses a

new toll charge on premature withdrawals from the
converted Roth lRA. If converted amountsarewith-
drawn during the four-year spread period, the
amount withdrawn will generally be sub,ect to an
unfavorable income-acceleration rule.
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ln addition to the new penalty, the 1998 Act con-

tains three new Roth tax breaks. First, those who
convert to a Roth IRA may elect to recognize all
income in the year ofconversion rather than ratably
over four years. Second, taxPayers have until the
due date of their tax returns to change their minds
about any Roth IRA conversion that took Place any
time during the tax year (this helps taxpayers who
incorrectly project the size of adjusted gross in-
come). Third, a surviving spouse who inherits a

1998 Roth conversion IRA can elect to continue to
defer income over the remainder of the four-year
spread period.

Tax Planning Tip; Taxpayers should avoid con-
verting an amount so large that they use up their
available money to pay the conversion tax. In addi-
tion, paying the conversion tax out of IRA funds
will be considered a premature distribution with a

resulting penalty. Finally, although the 10 percent
early withdrawal penalty normally does not apply
to withdrawals for education or for first-time home
buyers, the 1998 Act prevents these exceptions from
being applied to distributions from employer-spon-
sored retirement plans.

In the next section of this article, we turn to the
analysis of these investment risks and strategies in
historical perspective, to see how the nature of risk,
the levels of risk and the land investment industry
itself have changed in recent times.
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ESTIMATED TAX SAFE HARBOR
Under present Iaw, an individual taxpayer gener-
ally must pay a penalty for an underpayment of
estimated tax. The individual taxpayer generally
does not have an underpayment penalty if he or she
makes timely deposits of estimated tax equal to
certain safe harbor percentages of the prior year tax
liability. For taxpayers with an adjusted gross in-
come of over $150,000, the 1998 Act increases the
105 percent of last year's tax liability safe harbor to
106 percent of last year's liability safe harbor for tax
years beginning in 2000 and 2001. The safe harbor
percentage for these taxpayers increases from 106
percent to 112 percent for taxable years beginningin
2002.

Tax Planning Tip; There is generally no under-
payment of estimated tax penalty for taxpayers
who owe less than $1,000 ($500 under prior law)
with theirtax return or fortaxpayers who had no tax
liability Ior the prior tax year.

CAPITAL RECOVERY: DEPRECIATION
Before 1999, taxpayers who elected to use the Alter-
native Depreciation System (ADS) and the 150 per-
cent declining balance method to depreciate tan-
gible personal property were required to use the
ADS life for its computations. Starting in 1999,
taxpayers must use the MACRS life rather than the
ADS life for property placed in service after Decem-
ber 31, 1998, if the 150 percent declining balance
method is selected. Thus there no longer is an
election to use the 150 percent declining balance
method and the longer ADS life.

There was also a change or clarification in the 1998
Tax Act relating to depreciation limits for electric
vehicles. The annual depreciation deduction was
tripled for such vehicles in accordance to 1997
legislation, and the 1998 Act clarifies that the maxi-
mums foryears after the vehicle's six-year recovery
period are also tripled.

however, personal casualty and theft losses (net
amounts after reduction of the 9100 and 10 percent
floors) were treated as business losses for NOL
purposes. This apparent inconsistency allowed
NOLs from personal casualty and theft losses but
disallowed nonbusiness deductions in the compu-
tation of such NOLs. The new law [Section
172(d)(4XC)l now provides that casualty and theft
Iosses incurred in a nonbusiness transaction by a
non-corporate taxpayer are taken into account in
the computation of a net operating Ioss; and in the
NOL computation, the casualty and theft losses are
not treated as miscellaneous itemized deductions
subject to the two percent floor or as itemized
deductions subiect to the three percent cutback.

Another NOL change is that the portion of an NOL
which qualifies as a "specified liability loss" may be
carried back l0 years instead of the normal two-
yearcarryback period. Specified liability Iosses ISec-
tion 172(fX1)(B)(i)l include losses related to the
following: product liability, reclamation of land,
decommissioning of a nuclear power plant, dis-
mantling of a drilling platform, remediation of en-
vironmental contamination, and a worker's com-
pensation claim.

Tax Planning Tip; It will be essential for indi-
viduals who suffer from casualty or theft losses,
farmers who have NOLs, and others who have
specified liability losses to spend some time in the
computation of NOLs and in tax planning the best
route for carryback and carryforward periods to
take advantage of these new ta\ provisions.

CLARIFICATIONS ON GAINS FROM SALE
OF PRINCIPAL RESIDENCE
In a decision which benefits many taxpayers, Con-
gress settled the question of how to apply the new
capital gains exclusion to the sale of a residence
owned and used for less than two years. The gen-
eral ruie indicates that to be eligible for the capital
gains exclusion, a taxpayer must have owned the
home and occupied it as a principal residence for at
Ieast two of the five years prior to the sale or ex-
change.

The 1998law states that a taxpayerwho fails to meet
the two-year test because of a change of place of
employment, health, or other unsuspecting circum-
stance may be able to use a fraction of the 9250,000
exclusion (or $500,000 for married, filing jointly)
equal to the fraction of the two years that the own-
ership and use requirement is met. For example, an
unmarried taxpayer who owns and uses a principal

Larup IruvrsrMENT rN THE

2-l,st Cnrvruny

Tax PlanningTip; Whenever and wherever it is
feasible for a company or an employee to use an
electric vehicle, this can be a significant tax benefit
to take the larger amounts of depreciation deduc-
tions.

by lames R. MncCrate, CRE, €.t Daztid L. Peterson

fflhis article examines some of the ways that U.S. land investment

I in the 2l '' century will be different from what we know today. We
I will look ahead five to 10 years to predict which of today,s

practices and patterns will have changed - and how dramatically. We
will also examine how these changes could affect returns and invest-
ment strategies.

Before beginning this look into the future, we describe the basic ele-
ments of risk and related strategies that are always present in land
investment. We then review recent history to see how land investment
has changed over the past 10-15 years. This information provides a
baseline from which we can analyze expected changes in risk elements
and strategies and their effects on investment returns.

BASIC ELEMENTS OF RISK AND STRATEGY

Risfts
Land investment is always subject to a number of risk factors. The

character of risk changes as development moves forward. The types of
risk associated with land investment include:
. Market risk - supply and demand fluctuations. As the window of

development opportunity becomes smaller, timing becomes more
important and market risk may increase. On the other hand, as the
quality of information improves and as market data can be retrieved
and analyzed more quickly - almost in real time - market risk may be
reduced in some instances.

. Covernmental risk - This type of risk is becoming increasingly
importantas more iurisdictions regulate moreaspects ofthe develop-
ment equation more closely. Regulation by its very nature limits
what the owner can do with land. Simple zoning and subdivision
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NET OPERATING LOSS CHANGES
The Tax Act of 1998 made some significant changes
in the computation of a net operating loss (NOL) in
nonbusiness transactions. Previously, nonbusiness
deductions were normally not taken into account in
the computation ofa non-corporate taxpayer's NOL;
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Responsioeness - Those organizations which
are directly responsive to clients, as opposed to
being distant and indifferent, are more trusted than
those that are not. Responsiveness corresponds to
personal interest and involvement, and this person-
alizing of the client relationship contributes to and
reinforces trust, for customized approaches are ex-
perienced by clients as personalized approaches.
Customized approaches to clients and their Prob-
Iems engender greater trust than do those that are
canned or "off-the-shelf." Further, responding to
clients as individuals and on their terms, rather
than treating them as a generic customer in ways
determined by the service provider, reflects a more
personalized approach that engenders trust.

Emotional lntelligence - The role that emo-
tional intelligence plays in who gets ahead in busi
ness is increasingly recognized. Accordingly, inter-
personal skills are a critical contributor to creating
and sustaining trust. Those individuals who ex-

press interest in others, make them feel special,
convey that they care about and also that they trust
them, ferld to be more trusted. As a senior financial
executive told me a long time ago, "People tend to
do business with those they like." And his state-
ment can be amended by the addition that people
tend to do business with those who manifest self-
confidence, reflecting their own trust in their own
competence.

Collectively, these 12 elements of trust corresPond
to the attributes and style of professionals and
managers who command their clients' trust.

Equally important as trustis the ability of a manager
to perform for the benefit of the client. If decisions
by the investment manager and the performance
delivered are incompatible with the trust attributes
discussed above, that inconsistency will inevitably
diminish trust.

Trust is not a substitute for, but rather a comple-
ment to, the essential content attributes of the real

estate investment decision-making process. Those

who aspire to trust in their relationships with their
service providers and clients, would do well to
consider that the greater the trust, the higher the
expectations of the substance of the content of the
performance.

Consequently, it is critically imPortant to consider
the necessity of clearly articulated strategies, re-

sponsive planning and control systems, and clear
communication of what is to be done and reporting
of what has been done. Once trust is established,
that trust creates certain exPectations about perfor-
mance. Then, once those performance exPectations

are realized, the performance that justifies trust
reinforces trust. As depicted in Exhibit 4, the result
is a virtuous circle of trust.*.,

residence for one year and then moves because of a

iob transfer may exclude up to $125,000 (one-half

the regular amount of $250,000 exclusion under the
Tax Act of 1997). If he or she has a gain of$75,000 on
the sale of the residence, it is all excluded rather
than only one-half of the $75,000, in accordance to
the clarification provided in the Tax Act of 1998.

MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS
A miscellaneous, but significant item, in theTax Act
of 1998 affects all taxpayers who have a tax liability
starting in.1999 (effective on 1998 tax returns) as

they are to make checks and money orders payable
to the "U.S. Treasury," not to the "lnternal Revenue

Service." Another miscellaneous item that is not
part of the 1998 Act but is a change in IRS proce-
dures involves private letter rulinBS. On January 20,

1999, the IRS announced that businesses with less

than $1 million in gross income noll' qualify for a

special $500 user fee when they request a Private
Ietter ruling. The fee for most other Private letter
ruling requests is $5,000. A private letter ruling is a

written statement issued by the IRS to a taxPayer
that interprets and applies the tax laws to the
taxpayer's specific set oI facts. This change makes

private letter rulings available to smal[ businesses.

CONCLUSION
The IRS Restructuring and Reform Act of 1998 is a

complicated piece of legislation that contains nu-
merous amendments and new provisions. Many of
these provisions can help businesses of all sizes in
many industries reduce their tax burden if properly
applied. A law as complicated as this needs a great
deal of study if one is to maximize the tax breaks
that are potentially available in such a sweeping
piece of legislation. Those managers and owners
who are responsible for maximizing shareholder
wealth and maintaining aPProPriate capital struc-
tures should look very closely at this law. In addi-
tion, many of the new tax Provisions have a signifi
cant impact on individuals. Individuals, business

owners, and business managers should consult with
appropriate tax professionals to assure proper appli-
cation and maximum benefit from the new law.*.,
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